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Ad Hoc Curricular Committee 
Becomes a Reality See page 2 
Vol. LX 
Henry A . K ininger 
Speaker to Discuss US Policv 
Henry A. Kissinger, professor of government a.l Harvard and spe-
cialist in International politicri. will deliver the annual Forum speeeh 
at 8 p.m., on Mon., Marc·l1 27, in Alumnae Hall. His talk, "Some l'ro· 
blems in Amelitan Foreign Polley," wil l follow the Forum dinner, to be 
held at 6 p.m. in the Tower Court dining room. 
Kissinger's experience in lhe field is extensive. He has parlil'ipated 
in numProus inlernationnl 1·onrerenl'f•s on issues su<'h ai< tli~armament. 
NATO, and nudear weapons. l'nsl dire<"tor of th!' nud('ar \\ eapons and 
foreign polky !'Ommittee in I h!' I ' .8. Comwil of l<'orelgn H.elation~. he 
has also beeu a member of the National 8eeurity Coun!'il and the l' .S . 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agenn'. 
In 1965 Kissinger reeeh·ed tl1e Woodrow '1.'ilson prize for the best 
book in the field of government, politic·s. :ind internafional affairs for 
T he Troubl ed Partnership: A R eappraisal of the A t lant ic A lliance. He 
is presently as~i: ; lant dire!'tor of Harvard 's Cenler ror Inlernational 
Affairs. 
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Senate Scrutinizes Drugs, Cou~t 
by Lee Matthew '68 be sufficient. The commit tee could both as long as a second set of 
books isn't necessary. The Bus 
Committee is considering ways to 
make this possible. 
On T uesday, March 21, CG also clarify what body has juris-
presirlcnt Debbie Davis '67 called diction over which regulations. 
the "old" Senate to order for the 
last time. The meeting consisted 
mainly of free discussion without 
action taken on the judicial, car, 
and SOFC reports. 
However, Miss Adams announc-
ed one action which will definitely 
go into effect next year: the pos-
sesion, use, and distribution of il-
legal drugs will be explicitly for-
bidden in the Grey Book. A viola-
tion will give gr_:ounds for dismis-
sal, but whether t he rule applies 
only on campus has yet to be de-
ciderl. 
Judirial Repor t 
Chief Justice Polly Gambrill '67 
led discussion of the proposed an-
nual judicial repo1·t, which would 
probably list the number of of-
fenses of a given type, and the 
range of penalties meted out for 
each. The underlying idea is for 
students to know the kind of 
punishment connected with a given 
violation. Senate debated whether 
publishing case histories would in-
vite name-guessing and infringing 
upon the privacy of the individual. 
Another issue involves the 
court's relation to the accused 
student: should deliberations in-
volve only objective legal justice, 
or include the inevitable character 
analysis connected with trying to 
help the student face her problem? 
Is Ovnhaul Ne«>drd? 
One suggrstion which Polly plans 
to implement is creating an ad ho<' 
committee to consMer whether 
Court should undergo a complete 
structural overhaul, or whether a 
clear statement of procedure would 
At present, a student is repre-
sented in court by her dean, her 
head of house, and her house 
president. The girl is not allowed 
to bring in other witnesses. Whe-
ther she should be or not hinges on 
the extent to which the court 
hould investigate character rather 
than perform an objective legal 
function. 
Trans1>ortation Repor t 
Belle Huang '68 delivered the 
transportation report. Student use 
of college buses exhibits a rising 
trend. Would students prefer a 75c 
one-way ticket rather t han the 
roundtrip $1.00 fee? They can have 
On cars, Senate will vote ' in 
term III on cars for juniors and 
on a first-come-first-serve basis for 
parking. There is every indication 
that both proposals will go through. 
Parking fees arc a matter of fin-
ance, and Miss Adams said that 
only experience can how if and 
how much the fees can be lowered. 
The major issue discussed on the 
SOFC report was whether SOFC 
should help pay for transportation 
to student conferences. Senate 
generally conceded that this is a 
good idea--SOFC will have to de-






by Berty Dewey '69 
T he Harvard Law School Forum 
presented an appraisal of the John-
son Presidency on Fri., March 17 
Hans Morgenthau, now a profes-
sor at the University of Chicago 
and formerly a consultant to t he 
State Department, Robert B. No-
va, a Washington columnist and 
TV commentator, and Adam Yar-
molin<>ky, past special assistant to 
the Secretary of Defense and now 
professor of law at Harvard, ser-
ved as panelists. Each assessment 
reflected a characteristically dif-
ferent evaluation in the panelists' 
interpretation of the President's 
role. 
as genera l "dissent from t he basic 
fundamentals of t he dynamics of 
American democracy." In t his way, 
professor Morgenthau holds John-
son responsible for the denegr a tlon 
of the democr a tic process and a 
weakening of its fibers. 
The Credibility Chasm 
'67 Festival W eeliend to Host Consensus or Consent Morgenthau, as a political philos-opher, is more concenrned with 
the nature of the regime rather 
than the Presidency. The measure 
of this regime cannot be reduced 
simply to the number of bills pas-
sed in the course of a President's 
term. For Morgenthau, Johnson 
has mistaken the relationship b{'-
twcen his office and American 
democracy, the root of this mis-
conception lies in the idea of con-
sensus versus consent. ''The admin-
istration," Morgenthau pointed out. 
"can demand consensus only in 
regard to basic fundamC'ntals, but 
beyond 1.!"s the government can-
not exp<'Cl g<'ncral consensus. John-
son docs not only want consensus 
in regard to the former, but also 
in regard to his policies." 
As a columnist, Novak is strong-
ly sensitive to public opinion and 
he evaluates Johnson's Presidency 
in light of its psychological impact 
on society. Novak implies that 
given a key figure in any situation 
of history, the condition is not the 
determining factor of an event, but 
rather that individual. J ohnson has 
lost the confidence of the people 
and in Novak's opinion, will have 
little chance to regain it. Novak 
ventured to estimate that almost 
any liberal Republican candidate 
for the presidency would now car-
ry at least 38 states. Even t he 
end of the war in Viet-Nam would 
not bring back the President's 
past popularity. "The war is merely 
a catalyst which uncovered all 
the difficulties Johnson was bound 
to undergo as a President." 
Films, Awards, and Discotheque 
This is my Body 
Nice 
A Splice of Life 
Zuch 
Head Them off at t he Pass 
across the country, including one 
third grade elementary school 
class. 
"Geoi:raph ical Distribution" 
California schools alone account Zuch 
AmeriC'a, You're 
Making Waves 
The Last Pizza 
Mcssin' 1\-1~ Mind for 20 of the entries. ten of which 
come ft\)m Univc-rsity of Southern 
California, where three films won 
Zuch arc the titles of this year's 
Film Festival entries Th(' list, or 
the dialogue, is sume seventy titles 
long. Films come from 31 schools 
top honors last year. Local anc1 
Ivy League schools arc W<'ll rcpre-
sent!."d, and there are entries from 
\Vest Virginia, Wisconsin, Montana, 
Goddard. and even on<' from th<' 
London School of Film Technique 
Festival plans ha\·<' shap<'li into 
a full three-day program. Fri .. 
April 21 at 7 :30 p.m. a representa-
tive assortment of films will be 
• presented in Alumnae auditorium. 
and Saturday morning there- will 
be a running "marathon" fr('e of 
charg<'. Saturday afternoon two 
series of workshops will be off Ned. 
and at 4 p.m. Stan Vanderbeck 
will giv<> a lecture-demonstration. 
Award Presentation 
Saturday evening the prize' win-
ning films and others will be shown, 
and Karen Rosenthal '67, president 
1 The :'\layling Soong Foundation of film society, will present the 
I cordially invites all studen ts to I $500 worth of awards. A panel com-posed of the judges, Vanderbeek, 
and guest speaker Van Dyke will t he opening of the exhibition 
Chinese Art: Symbols and 
Images 
in the Jewett Arts Center 
T ea 8 :80-5:30 p.m. 
April l'7, 1967 
discuss these films and student 
film-making in general. They will 
be joined by Mrs. ' E lodie Osburn, 
m ember of a film production com-
pany in New York. 
Following t he award presenta-
tion som ething cinematic a la dis-
cotheque will "happen" in the 
Alumnae ballroom. Sunday after-
noon selected fihns will be shown. 
Tickets for the festival will go 
on sale next Monday in the dorms. 
One ticket costing $1.25 will cover 
admission to all events Friday and 
Saturday. A la carte prices arc-: 
Friday 50c, Saturday afternoon 
50c, Saturday evening $1.00, and 
Sunday 50c. 
Aviva Koenigsberg '67 and Jill 
Vickers '68, co-chairmen of the 
fest1\•al. would appreciate any 
volunteers who are interested in 
working on publicity, hostessing, 
ushering, and other committees. 
They may b(' contacted at 235-8177 
and 237-0266. r<>spcctively. 
Morg<'nthau secs Johnson as a 
man so sensitive t o criticism that 
he interprets criticism of policy 
As the credibility gap, wh ich 
Novak has renamed the credibility 
chasm, widens, it results in con-
tinual loss of popularity for John-
son. Novak secs several reasons for 
Johnson's failures. He is the firs1 
President to come from a top rank-
ing position in Congress, and brings 
with him the techniques of devious-
ness and secrecy which, while part 
of the Legislature. are not appro-
priate for a demoncratic leader in 
Continued 011 pag<· ~c1· e11 
Four Seniors Receive Wilson Fellowship Grants for '67 -68 
The \\'oodrow \Vilson Fellow-
ship Foundation annually selects n 
small percentage cf students who 
show pro:nbc of becoming \'aluablc 
members of the academic profec;-
sion to receh'I? tuition, fees, and a 
living stipend for one academic 
year of graduate education. 
This year, from more than 13,0('() 
students nominated by college pro-
fessors throughout the c0untry 
last fall, 1,259 fellows for 1:>67· 68 
were ~ho!.e11. Among them were 
four Wellesley seniors: Claire 
Cook, Katie Marshall, Jan~ Mas-
low, a nd E loise (Wheezie) Dam-
rosch. 
"Spienciid" Job 
I n p1esent inrr the award::. la::t 
Wednesday, Wellesley prec;iden t 
Ruth M. Adams congratulat€tl th~ 
s tudents on their academic achieve-
m ent and cited " the splendid role 
the Founciati0n is playing in en-
couraging and supporting poten-
•iaI college teachers to fill the 11at-
ion's c11orrnous nee:d!i " 
The Four.dation has since its in-
ception in 1S58 distribu~ed more 
than $50 million ir, grants from 
~he Ford Foundation. In addition 
'lo the stipends granted the stu-
dents. the- school they choose to 
atterd recPives a grant. 
H istory a nd Ar t 
Although none of the winners 
has yet decided where she \\'ill 
study, each is quite certain of her 
field of specialization. and the de-
gree she hopes to obtain. T hree of 
the seniors are history majors who 
will continue in some aspect of the 
field; Wheezie Dam rosch , who ma-
jor ed in a r t, hopes to continue in 
20th century art history. 
In addition t o the four winners, 
the following students won honor-
able mention: Ilene Schantz, Helen 
Currie, Evcly,1 Perry, Ann Hill, Vi-
vien Witkind, Carolyn Magid, Ma-
rion Goertzel, Kathleen Chaikin 
Karlin<' Livingi;ton, Winifried Bur-
gis, Elizabeth Gesmer, Pamela 
Price, Dorothy Wills, and Robin 
Bledsoe, all seniors. 
In naming the honorable men-
tion \\>:inners Sir H:.igh Taylor, pre-
sident of the Foundation, said. 
"never in t he history of our pro-
gram have we had to turn down so 
many outstandingly good people. 
As we circulate the names of the 
1,806 honorable -nention winners 
to graduate schools and other fel-
lowship agencies, we hope they will 
receive alternate awards." This 
year saw a great increase in t he 
number of student s who applied 
for grant.; causing the: competition 
to be especially keen. 
Page Two 
Ex Nihilo Ad Hoc 
Wellesley students recently performed an unprecedented act: 
they petitioned the faculty for major curricular change, backing up 
their request with a demonstration. The faculty took up the stu-
dents' cry; the March meeting of Academic Council, cancelled for 
want of business, was immediately recalled; the petition came up 
for consideration and met with favorable action. 
As a result, letters went out earlier this week to five students 
and seven faculty m<?mbers, inviting them to serve on Academic 
Council's newly created joint student-faculty Ad Hoc Review Com-
mittee. Miss Adams and one other person, presumably a dean, will 
also serve on the committee. 
The purpose of this committee, as outlined by Miss Adams (see 
letter on this page) is to "acquire and evaluate factual information 
relevant to the areas of concern identified by the student petition of 
March 1" and to "recommend to Academic Council ... specific 
proposals for action." 
Applause is in order - for Miss Adams and the Academic 
Council for listening to and acting promptly upon student appeals 
for curricular reforms, and for the students, for formulating a clear-
cut and responsible method of voicing their concern. 
The future looks bright. We have entered into a new era here 
at Wellesley - one of active cooperation between faculty and stu-
dents on matters of major importance to both. We hope that the 
members of the new Ad Hoc Committee will take full advantage of 
the opportunity which has been opened to them, and that the ex-
plosion of interest which has brought forth this committee will not 
fizzle out in a tangle of bureaucratic red-tape or factional dissent. 
News will continue to offer its services as a sounding board 
for ideas from the entire College community. While we reserve the 
right to express our own opinions on our editorial page, we shall 
endeavor to present every aspect of the question in the fairest, most 
responsible way possible. To this end we urge the members of the 
community to continue to present their ideas to us, either in writing 
or in informal discussions with the editorial staff. Despite the success 
with which it has met so far, the issue of curricular change needs 
constant attention and frequent redefinition. It is in the interest of 
all of us, faculty and students alike, to continue to give it the con-
sideration it deserves. 
... et Hoc 
Formulating an acceptable method of course evaluation has 
always been a problem at Wellesley. In the past, occasional faculty 
members have asked students to comment on particular classes at 
the end of the term. Such evaluation, however, was infrequent and 
usually sketchy. . . 
In response to the need for adequate, systematic evaluation, 
the Student Education C.Ommittee has drawn up a well-planned 
course evaluation questionnaire, dealing with topics from grading 
to content, requirements, and class discussion. These quest!onnair~s 
have been distributed to every faculty member, to be tailored, 1f 
necessary, to suit individual courses, and to be used at their dis-
cretion. The teachers will give the questionnaires to the students. 
who will fill them out anonymously and return them directly to the 
faculty member involved. The resulting information will be used 
confidentially by each teacher, to aid him in evaluating his course 
in terms of student opinion. 
In the case that some faculty members choose not to distribute 
the questionnaires. copies will be available in the library and at the 
Tnfo Bureau for students who wish to fill them out on their own 
initiative. 
While the SEC questionnaire still does not solve the lack of 
factual course information available to the student body, it is a 
step in the right direction. throwing up a bridge across the academic 
communication gap existing between faculty and students. 
We hope that the faculty will take advantage of this opportu-
nity to find out exactly how students are reacting to their courses, 
and that students will bear in mind that what is called for is con-
structive criticism. 
Non Doceri Sed Docere 
As the economics department chooses its senior economics 
tutors for the forthcoming year. we would like to compliment the 
department on its excellent freshman tutorial program and advo-
cate consideration of similar programs by other departments. . 
Since 1958, the economics ·department has chosen .about e\ght 
juniors to direct tutorial seminars for freshmen economics students 
as a two-term course in their senior year. The idea behind econo-
mics 355 is two-fold: as a professor attends weekly meetings with 
the senior tutors, each tutor is afforded a supervised teaching ex-
perience while gaining greater understandin2 and insight in her fi~ld; 
for the four freshmen in each tutor's group, the meetings provide 
the opportunity to talk informally about economics and raise pro-
blems they are having wi~h th~ir basi_c 100-level cours~. . 
The economics seminar 1s particularly valuable m offering a 
different kind of learning experience from most formal courses for 
both the freshmen and seniors. While the seniors give formal week-
ly reports to the seminar group and undertake indi.vidual r~search 
projects second term. they have complete freedom in choosing the 
content and direction of their work. 
News hopes other departments will consider desii:ming similar 
programs to fulfill unique needs, while contributing to that often ~e­
glected aspect of the educational process at Wellesley - letting 
students find out what they can do with a little freedom, given the 
chance and initiative, in the context of a group. 
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The Reader Writes 
Ad Hoc Committee 
To the editor: 
Academic Council at its meeting 
on Thurs., March 16, voted as fol-
lows: 
"The President appoint an ad 
hoc committee composed of fac-
ulty, student and administration 
representatives to: 1. acquire 
and evaluate factual information 
relevant to the areas of concern 
identified in the student petition 
of March 1; 2. recommend to 
Academic Council or any appro-
priate committee thereof specific 
proposals for Council action." 
Upon vote of the faculty it was 
agreed that the student body 
should be informed of this action, 
which is to be identified as a re-
affirmation of the faculty's com-
mitment to a liberal education at 
Wellesley. 
It is my intention to invite rep-
resentative members of the faculty, 
students, and administration to 
serve on this committee. As soon 
as I have received their acceptan-
ces, I will notify you of the con-
stitution of the committee. 
Yours very truly, 
Ruth M. Adams 
president of the College 
"Awful" Courses? 
To the editor: 
As an alumna (1965) I am im-
pressed by the excitement that the 
"distribution question" has aroused 
on campus. 
Things may be quite different 
from two yean. ago, after the ma-
jor curriculum change which we 
met on our way out, but here is 
my feeling about "distribution": 
the requirements weren't too rigid, 
but the courses were just awful! 
I'm sure all those 102's and 104's 
had merit as introductory courses 
for the potential specialist, as we 
all became in some field, but for 
the person who was trying to en-
rich her life, not pack that section 
of it cram full of data, they were 
all wrong. 
For one thing, you usually had 
to spend a whole year at them. A 
whole year of Economics-and I 
retain a shaky skeleton of much 
too mathematical concepts, when I 
ought to understand the ebb and 
flow of economic systems. Had I 
not gone further in English, my in-
troduction (English 106) would 
have given me a literary taste as 
broad as an anteater's. 
I remember History 102 as an 
exercise in dipping into primary 
sources, never gaining from histor-
ians any guides to interpreting his-
tory (is anything more important 
today?) . And no matter how much 
the talented teachers of Bible 104 
attempted to make that course re-
levant, the fact that it continues 
to be required is a decision that is 
intellectually unsound. 
After college we must act like 
educated, mature human beings-
we vote, read newspapers, con-
sume, commute, lead our communi-
ties, influence our friends and fa-
milies, make up our minds. If we 
depended on the narrow, though 
intense smatterings of liberal edu-
cation born of the distribution sys-
tem, we'd be total failures. 
The one course that did prepare 
me to be a liberal, educated citi-
zen wac; :\!r. Phibbs political sci-
ence 209 Chow I w1Sh he took Mor-
genthau as seriously now as he did 
then! l and perhaps psych 102- be-
cause of the teacher, Mrs. Green-
berger, not the course. The course, 
as I remember, was just as narrow 
a channel as all the rest, and a 
whole year deep. 
To me, the new lecture courses 
designed for general consumption 
make pretty much sense. (For all 
I know, in practice they may be 
colossal bores). I must say tha t 
Hellenic hc>ritage, history of sci-
ence, and urban planning sound 
interesting and, what's more, rele-
\'ant. (Science courses are always 
going to be horrors to a large seg-
ment of us, so an approach which 
relates science to the development 
of human thought sounds just 
great). 
For people who don't under-
stand the contexts they live and 
make decisions in, life is flat, and 
their contirbution to society is neg-
li?iblc or negative. An education 
that consists of unrelated categor-
ies of obsolescent knowledge is 
about as helpful a guide in life as 
an out-of-date encyclopedia. I 
think we should push for under-
standing by offering courses which 
illumine relationships in society, 
and expand rather than restrict 
the areas of knowledge we are con-
versant with. 
Sincerely yours, 
Jane Steidemann '65 
A New Gospel 
To the editor: 
Last week's News contained 
three remarkable letters on bibli-
cal history at Wellesley. In the 
first letter, Miss Pam McLucas 
wrote that she found Bible 104 so 
personally valuable that she sees 
no reason why others should not 
be forced to submit to the same 
valuable e:q:>erience. In the second 
epistle, Mr. Denbeaux indicated a 
tentative and reluctant abandon-
ment <'f his plans to make Bible 
104 a six-term required course. 
Third, Mr. Lacheman states that 
biblical history a<> taught at Wel-
lesley is "primarily a descriptive 
science." 
I see no reason why, as long as 
we are in an innovative mood, we 
cannot satisfy at one stroke all the 
messianic aspirations of the three 
letter-writers. All we have to do is 
change the title of the course to 
"Biblical science,'' make it a six-
term requirement, and allow it to 
fulfill the four-term Wellesley sci-
ence requirement (as well as the 
pr~S€nt two-term Bible require-
ment). 
'l'hil" modest proposal would not 
only satisfy the three letter-writ-
ers, but would also do great things 
for the College. We would have no 
no need for the science depart-
ments anymore, for the students 
will certainly a~hieve an in-depth 
introduction to science in the new 
"Biblical science" course. The mo-
ney thus saved could be used for 
more important scientific purposes, 
such as renovating the Chapel, 
subscribing to the latest journals 
in scientific theophany, scientific 
exegesis, and the Quarterly Review 
of l\llra.cle11, and publishing the sci-
entific papers delivered on Sunday 
mornings by the experimenters on 
the Wellesley Board of Preachers. 
Moreover, we would eliminate the 
nasty agitation about "required 
courses," for if it is the Will of 
God that students should take six 
terms of instruction from ordained 
intructors, that certainly is not a 
"requirement" in the ordinary 
sense of the term but rather a 
voluntary fulfillment of a higher 
obligation. Finally - a point over-
looked by the three missionaries -
it would be easy to institute the 
fifth and sixth terms of "Biblical 
science" on a "pass-fail" basis. I 
would make one marginal sugges-
tion, howev".!r: that the student 
who passes receive an "S" and the 
student who fails receive a "D". 
For the terms "pass-fail" appear 
on their face less scientific than 




instructor in political 
science 
Most Piously 
To the editor: 
Please inform the student body 
that we have d".!cided that the pre-
sent mood does not encourage us in 




secretary of League for 
Enforced Piety 
Policy Outmoded 
To the Editor: 
In regard to your editorial com-
mending the administration's pro-
gress toward a non-discriminatory 
rooming policy, it seems to me 
that: 
Wellesley College either believes 
in an integrated college community 
or it doesn't. 
If it does, then so state it in the 
college catalog and give entering 
freshmen a choice of a single or a 
double room. Period. Many girls 
who would grow in human rela-
tionships if everyone were on the 
same basis, are reluctant to go 
against the established group 
mores and venture out on their 
own. And if you are a Negro stu-
dent, the very fact there is a 
choice regarding backgrounds, de-
notes one to a second class citizen 
level. In an age when college gives 
students ridiculous parietal rules 
(not Wellesley) which are truly 
threatening to sheltered freshmen, 
we rob them of the opportunity to 
grow up in a really meaningful 
way by outmoded discriminatory 
rooming policies. 
Sincerely yours, 
Natalie B. Barlow 
Teacher 3-yr. old group 
Anne L. Page Memorial 
School • 
Matter of Policy? 
To the editor: 
As everyone knows, senior room-
ing, with all the politicking it 
entails, is now a fait accompli. In 
the past, however, preference with-
in each dormitory for the class as 
a whole has been the one stable 
ground rule. 
Now this has apparently been 
swept away, with the blessings of 
the administration and even of the 
president - on the assumption that 
seniors owe their greatest "respon-
sibility" to the dorm (perhaps to 
socializing the freshmen?) and 
should not be permitted to live 
where they choose if this duty is 
thereby threatened. 
In our case, five seniors who re-
quc-sted the penthouse in Batrs, the 
opposing argument transformed 
the fear that we would be "iso-
science" on a "pass-fail" basis. I 
result that these singles will now 
go to some contending faction of 
the class of 1969. This is, we fell, 
a blatant violation of senior privil-
ege. But, more importantly, we 
think that it is, indeed, a "matter 
of principle": a negation of the 
freedom of choice and maturity of 
judgement which is, supposedly, 
encourage by a Wellesley educa-
tion. We would very much like to 
know if this decision reflects an 
administrative policy or is, in fact, 
purely arbitrary. 
Very sincerely, 
Five Bates Juniors 
To Stay in the NSA 
To the editor: 
We wish to report that our peti-
tion protesting the Senate censure 
of NSA was signed by 217 girls 
representing seven dorms. In Pome-
roy, 45 girls signed a statement 
protesting the Senate's taking a 
public stand on the NSA contro-
versy without first ascertaining 
whether or not it was representa-
tive of student opinion. In the 
dorms where the petition was cir-
culated the percentage of those 
who signed was significantly high-
er than in the dorms where the 
petition was posted. 
In response to the article by Sue 
Ellen Tatter in the March 16 issue 
of News, there are several points 
which should be brought up. We 
fully realize that no action of 
Senate could be representative of 
the entire student body; however 
we fell that in a case such as this 
one the signing of the censure by 
"The Wellesley College Govern-
ment" rather than by the indivi-
dual members of Senate implies 
student support of the action. 
The conflict of opinion in this 
Continu"" on paq" fo14r 
March 23, 1967 
Hasty Pudding's 
by Barbara Schlain '69 
Take one Wellesley Junior Show. 
Sift out all the "in" jokes. Add as 
many puns, double entendres, and 
plain old-fashioned dirty jokes as 
the fertile mind of the Harvard 
undergraduate can dream up or 
steal. Substitute as boisterous, and 
when the occasion demands, bux-
om, a crew of young men as can 
be found this side of the Merchant 
Marine for their delicate female 
counterparts here. Sprinkle liber-
ally with burlesque, blend in a clas-
sical setting perhaps, shake well, 
and maybe even garnish with a 
deus ex machlna or two. The re-
sult approximates a Hasty Pudding 
Show. 
This year's offering, A Hit and 
a l\fyth, by dint of its spirit and 
undoubted popularity, will fall into 
the category of the first half of its 
title; its creativity and actual note-
worthiness, however, seem largely 
to be a matter of the second half. 
Loosely a Myth 
The book by Timothy Crouse 
and John Weidman involves a 
loose (that sort of pun is conta-
He: Hortense ... t11ey're 
playing our song! 
She: Yes. Edgar. it brings 
back those wonderful 
days when we first met 
1n the lobby of the 
Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel 
... seven years ago. 
He: Seven wonderful years 
... and every college 
v.acation since t t:en 
we've been coming back 
to New York and the 
Sher at on-At I antic. 
For Thanksgiving, 
Christmas, Mid-years, 
Spring vacations ... 
She: And the Sheraton-
Atlantic has such con-
venience to theatres, 
museums, libraries, 
Lincoln Center, Fifth 
Avenue shops, and with 
such swinging restau-
rants right in the Hotel 
and dancing nightly and 
such low prices ... no 
wonder we stud;?nts al 
ways make out best al 
the Sheraton-Atlantic. 
He: You were always such a 
romantic, darling 
STUDENT-FACULTY RATES* 
Single ...... $8.00 per person 
Twin . . . . . . 6.00 per person 
Triple 4.50 per person 
Quad . . . . . . 4.00 per person 
For reservations contact your 
Sheraton Student Represent a 
tive or in Boston dial (617) HU 
2-2004 for immediate confirma 
tion of student rates. 
•student-Faculty rates apply w;,i:k· 
ends and school vacation periods, 
subject to availability. (Not offered 
March 17-18, 1967.) 
SHERATON 
-ATLANTIC 
HOTEL Broadway and 34th St., 
N. Y., N.Y. 10001 (212) PE 6 ·5700 
Ralph Hitz Jr., V. P. & G<;n. IA~r . 
gious) adaptation of the Atalanta 
legeRd. Despite the benevolent 
tyranny of King Tenintius (Stu 
Beck), who bears a more than 
striking resemblance to Phil Sil-
vers, the kingdom of Beotia is in 
the red. The only hope is to marry 
off the physically well-endowed 
Atalanta to a prince who is equal-
ly well-equipped financially. 
The suitors are willing, but Ata-
lanta (George Denny) resists their 
advances, as well as the recruiting 
efforts of the Dean of Vestal Vir-
gins (Nick Whitlam) . She has her 
eye on the Olympics, being the 
fastest thing to hit the track in 
quite a while. 
Olympian Intervention 
Things are so bad that Tenin-
tius has even had to give up his 
slave girls, when divine help, in 
the form of Diana (Tony Fingle-
ton) offers herself. Chastity was 
never her choice, and reasoning 
that men are better than nothing, 
this stand-in for Medusa is after 
Tenintius; she will make every-
thing all right for a ring. 
Along comes Hippomenes (Rich 
WELLESLEY NEWS Page Three 
Hit or A Myth" Jells Royally 
Hammond), a rich Spartan who 
has even the Dean of Vestals los-
ing her cool. Well, Diana makes 
things fine, but Tenintius attempts 
a little breach of contract, and she 
rapidly makes everything un-fine 
again. Things continue in this vein, 
until . . . well, everyone knows 
about the three goldren apples, and 
that Diana stayed the goddess of 
chastity. 
Meager Book 
The plot is not the Pudding 
show's strongest asset. Neither is 
the often undistinguished mu-
sic (by Peter Larson and Robert 
LevinJ, nor the lyrics (by Stephen 
Kaplan), whC'n intelligible, cxcC'pt 
for a few memorable songs. 
Within this meager framework, 
however, the fast-moving direction 
of Billy Wilson and the ebullient 
talents of the actors create to a 
large degree the success of the 
show. Tony Fingleton's indefatig-
able Diana is a perfect "goddess on 
the make"; words fail any descrip-
tion; you have to sec it to believe 
iL Nick Whitlarn is equally zealous 
and frustrated as the recruiter 
with the "Chastity!" battle cry. 
George Denny's Atalanta is ver-
satile, athletic, masculine and love-
able. Rich Hammond is a doll and 
well-voiced as the suitor who wins 
out. 
Disunity of Style 
If you accept A Hit a.id a Myth 
on its own terms, you'll get along 
fine ; it's unly when the Pudding 
show doesn't take itself on its own 
terms that it gll'!ts into trouble. 
The one attempt at tragicomedy 
with the feeble "Is it Really Me?" 
doesn't belong with the otherwise 
farcical jest, nor does the Pan's 
dance by the exceptionally talented 
Ron Porter. 
These abortive attempts are in-
dications of a problem that seems 
to plague the entire show - lack 
of unity. Time and again, it seems 
as though the authors are hit-
ting on some meaningful satire, but 
they let it drop, emerging with a 
lot of not very much. 
Yet it would be unfair to dis-
miss A Hit and a. Myth without 
such as "You're Only a Virgin 
Once," which are transformed 
of the performers; of several really 
into sheer riotness by the talent 
clf'?ver lines ; of some nice stage 
effects; and finally, of the genuine 
show-stopper: the high-kicking 
"transvestite" chorus line in "Love 
Me, Love My Cult," which is 
genuinely hilarious. One has the 
feeling that the Pudding Show 
wouldn't be nearly as funny with 
"the real thing" playing the female 
roles. But then, it wouldn't be the 
Pudding Show. 
The new heads of major or-
ganizations ror 1967-68 are as I 
follows: 
Athlt>tic Association: Kay :Evani. 
Ch a 11el: :'.\lary-Eliza )le Daniel 
Forum: Susan Spear 
Service Organization: Lindy 
All'xnnder 
Chairman of Vil Juniors: Hil-
lary Rodham 
mention of some very clever songs, '--------------
TWA(ojc1.us 
..... 
With this card 1,.c .... ttusc.uo t P 1a1io.. 
the bookworm turns ... 
into an adventurer. 
Join TWA's 
50/50 Club and get 
up to 50o/o off regular 
Jet Coach fare. 
Jfs easy. If you're under 22, 
just fill out an application, buy 
the $3.00 ID card-and you're on 
your way to any TWA city in the 
U.S. for half fare. Your 50/50 Club 
fare is good most all year"', when 
you fly on a standby basis. 
To get your card, call your travel 
agent, or your nearest TWA office. 
We're your kind of airline. 
w.::;-;;•' .. ~~~ d•p•nd Oft . ... 
•Except: Nov. 23 and 27, Dec, 15 thru 24, Jan. 2, 3, 4. 
• 
• 
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Soviets Adjust Foreign Aid Plans R~~.~~:.m:::tes.!"::.":"":N~Am••· 
by Susa" Sprau '68 
Marshall I. Goldman. Soviet For-
eign AJd. New York: Praeger. $8.50. 
In the last few years. public de-
bate on U.S. foreign aid has achie-
ved ritualistic proportions. Oblique 
references to the threat of Soviet 
foreign aid have become an inte-
gral part of the political ritual. 
The publication of associate profes-
sor of economics Marshall Gold-
man's Soviet Foreign Aid this 
month should do much to raise 
the level of the debate and to 
dispell such unsubstantiated insin-
uations. 
Backing up his analysis with an 
impressive collection of facts from 
a wide variety of Russian and pre-
viously inaccessible sources, Gold-
man has supplied the U.S. public 
with a detailed economic analysis 
of Soviet foreign aid from World 
War II to the present. His book 
is a welcome touchstone for test-
ing traditional U.S. myths about 
the success of Soviet foreign aid. 
Satellitf' Trade 
He tr;ices the historical develop-
ment or Soviet foreign trade-aid 
prograr:~ Crom the end of World 
War II to the present. Immediately 
after World War II, Soviet for-
eign tr~dc-ald policies reflected 
the Stanlinist attitude that, to 
Cuther world communism, trade-
aid agreements should bolster the 
USSR's own war-demolished eco-
nomy. In this early stage, Soviet 
foreign aid consisted mainly of 
trade agreements which insured a 
flow of raw materials and machin-
ery out of her East European satel-
lites into the USSR. 
The satellites' dissatisfaction 
with these lopsided trade agree-
ments festered until violence broke 
out in the mid-1950's. After Yugo-
slavia, Hungary and Poland rebel-
led, the USSR developed a more 
generous trade-aid attitude toward 
her satellites and the developing 
countries. 
New Markets 
In the late 1950's the USSR 
looked to the developing nations 
for markets to absorb her excess 
heavy industrial products and un-
sophisticated consumer goods. Be-
cause "the newly developing areas 
continued to rely on the West .. ., 
aid became an impc. ~ti.nt means of 
displacing Westerr merchandise 
from its traditional markets." 
Goldman deacribes the successes 
as well fiascos of Soviet aid in 
Asia, Africa and South America. 
Ski Weeks 
5-DA Y PLAN $35 
5 days S l~ons. Monday-Friday. 
7-DA Y PLAN $45 
7 days.'7 lessons. Monday-Sunday. 
STARTING DA TES: 
Occ. 12, 19; Jan. 2. 9, 16, 23, 30: 
Feb. 6, 13, 27: Mar. 6, 13, 27; Apr. 3, 10. 
Contact: 
STOWE. Aau Assocu.TJON, INC. 
Box 206, Stowe, Vermont 
Tel.: (802) 253-7321 
(1A111 , •• ,,,.,.~, ,1 .. , 0:-oJd/1 °"'> to 
t•1J11 •I Sto.,.1 .{rt• .111• ,..,,,..,, loJtn.) 
.... _. .. _. .. _ ..... 
He surmises that by the early 
1960's, Russians were becoming im-
patient with their aid programs. 
Although they were gaining na-
tional prestige through well-pub-
licized successes, they were not 
achieving dram~tic political re-" 
sults to further the spread of 
world communism. No communist 
regime had come to power in a 
developing nation as a result of 
USSR programs. 
ments with superior workmanship 
and efficient. flexible administra-
tion. 
instance could well be considered public the results of its own invest-
igation"? Although NSA gives the 
along the lines of the classic con-
servative-liberal rift. Our view or appearance of attempting to "re-
form," a self-investigation woulcl 
government is one which includes certainly not be the answer. We lm1>a<'t Proje<-t'I 
To balance such prestigious 
spectacles as the Aswan dam and 
the Bhilai steel mill, Goldman sug-
gests that the U.S. allocate some 
of its foreign aid to similar "im-
pact" projects. He also suggests 
that the U.S. offer better credit 
priviliges to East European coun-
tries which have become disen-
chanted with their trade ties to 
the USSR. 
the government as an agency of advise rather that Wellesll'y re-
support for causes such as the main a member of the organization 
NSA. As stated in the petition we 
do fcC'l that it is "unfortunate that and encourage an outside investi-
In fact, in many countries, the 
communist movement had lost 
power in spite of Russian aid pro-
jects. In Egypt, construction of 
the Aswan dam did much for Rus-
sian international prestige; yet 
that sizeable investment had little 
effect on the Egyptian govern-
ment's antipathies toward local 
communists. 
Aid Redu<'tion 
Goldman concludes that Soviet 
aid has probably \x>en about as dis-
appointing and successful in fur-
thering world communism as U.S. 
aid has been in furthering our O\\.·n 
political philosophy. This helps ex-
plain why the Sovil'L<; drastically 
cut "tiown on new aid promises in 
the early 1960's. 
Goldman ends by urging Ameri-
cans to take a "less skeptical and 
hostile attitude toward Soviet aid." 
He emph:isizes that there is a dis-
tinction between destructive Soviet 
sub\'crsion and constructi\'e Soviet 
aicl. He goes so far as to claim that 
the U.S. should encourage Soviet 
aid because "in the long run, a suc-
cessful aid project that str<'ngthens 
and stablizes as economy will help 
the U.S. more than the USSR." 
After all. history has shown that 
strong devC'loping economics arc 
less susceptible to communist take-
over than shaky, poorly developed 
ones. 
the NSA was unable to solicit gation of NSA activities as well as 
a rebuilding upon this already-Cunrls from private organizations," 
but it does not seem likely that existing framework. 
Sincerely, 
any group, private or otherwise, Susan G. Conrad '70 
would give monetary support to a Lisa B. Furlong '70 
group which was unrepresentative 
of its own beliefs or which went 
against its own best interests. 
The NSA has for many years fil-
led a necessary role as a national 
student organization. There is a 
definite need for "an organization 
to represent the college students 
of America and to provide th<'m 
with an open forum for dissent and 
discussion of their ideas." It seems 
to us that the NSA is still that 
necessary organization. Perhaps 
Miss Tatter is correct in doubting 
't'he wisdom of affirming the good 
purposes of the NSA." If so why 
does,,..she then go on to suggest 
that "\x>forc Wellesley wholeheart-
edly supports the NSA . . . we 
Dollar Dilemma 
To the editor: 
In case of misunderstanding, I 
would like to expand the S.O. 
statements in News. Other campus 
organizations besides S.O. may 
raise funds (see the bursar, Con-
nie Stowe '68, with questions). 
Only S.O. however, may solicit mo-
ney directly in a campus-wide, 
door-to-door appeal known as the 
annual fund drive. 
Sincerely, 
Susan Paige '68, 
treasurer, Service Organiza-
tion As well as emphasizing its failure 
to promote world communism. 
Goldman lists quite a few accom-
plishments of Soviet foreign aid. 
Soviet aid has made "neutralism a 
practical alternative" for develop-
ing countries. It has also forced 
the U.S. and other nations to 
match USSR aid to developing na-
tions. 
Bible Professors Discuss Validitv of 104, 
.,/ 
I 
Str~ss Traditional Flexibility of Department 
Russian Frivolltif's 
In comparing American and 
Soviet aid programs, Goldman 
notes that Russia has spent its 
share of rubles on frivolous luxury 
hotels and unproductive stadiums. 
and that improper storage, erratic 
shipping, poor quality materials 
and inadequate feasibility studies 
are beginning "to attract as much 
attention as Soviet successes." 
However, because Soviet aid 
stresses basic industrial projects 
and concentrates on a few kep pro-
jects at a time, it produces more 
exciting, tangible and publicizablc 
results than U.S. programs which 
are more diffuse and in less tangi-
ble areas, such as agriculture. By 
concentrating on these "major im-
pact" projects, the USSR can 
swiftly construct spectacular monu-
Don't blow your cool-41ee r 
them all! 
Sundays and Cybelle, Fri. I 
March 24 at 4:15, 7, and 9 p.m. 
Suddenly Last Swnmer plus 
Unicom in the Garden <bonus 
films>. Liz Taylor followed by 
James Thurber! Sun .. :\larch 26. 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m. 
Casablan<'a. Yes! Boi:tart and 
Bergman on Fri., :\farch 31, at 
4 and 8 p.m., and Sat., April 1. 
at 8 p.m. 
Ea<'h Is 75c or 'IUbli<'ription I ticket. In Pendleton. 
"That His Word may be faith-
fully taught here . . ." this 1899 
statement of Mrs. Henry F. Durant 
promoted the "systematic study of 
Scriptures" at Wellesley College 
until 1963. 
By 1963 the rationale for main-
taining a biblical history require-
ment, namely, two terms of Bible 
104, included the idea that the 
Biblical tradition is "fundamental, 
elemental, and basic to Western 
society." 
Current Challenge 
Today, as Wellesley students and 
faculty debate the validity and 
purpose of all requirements, the 
question w~ed by Herbert M. Gale, 
chairman of the department of 
biblical history, is this: "If the 
point of the idea (the requirement 
of Bible 104 1 is to give assurance 
that a liberal nrts education will 
include an intelligent understand-
ing of a tradition or of an aspect 
of Western society and culture 
which has exerted widr influence 
on western society gcncralJy, (his-
tory, art, literature, etc. l, then, to 
try to reduce the present Bible re-
quirement presents a serious pro-
blem." 
It is felt that to deal with both 
the Old and the New Testam<.'nts 
within, say, one term, would IC'ad 
to a study more superficial than 
desirablt'. :\liss Lucctta .:\Iowry, 
professor of biblical history and 
chairman of the tlC'partmt•nt's cur--
riculum committee, hopes that I 
Bible l<M will he maintained as a 
requir<'ment. She knows of many 
majors in the department who 
Dartn1outh College 
COEDUCATIONAL SUMMER TERM 
June 25 - August 19 
LIBERAL ARTS - 75 courses in humanities, c;cienccs. so-
cial "cicnccs - intcn<-i\c foreign language instruction 
introductory computer c9ursc. 
CONGREGATIO'\ OF THE ARTS - Courses in drama. 
music. painting. sculpture; film series and lcc.turcs .. Svm-
phony and Chamber Orchestras. Composers-in-rcstdcn~e 
Aaron Copland. Hans Werner Henze, Frank Martin. 
Dartmouth kepcrtory heater Co. - professional and stu-
dent actors. 
For information send coupon below to: 
Dartmouth College, P.O. Box 582, Hanover, N.H. 03755 





would no1 be there unless they had 
discovered the department through 
the 104 course. "It would be a 
shame,·' she said, "for an educated 
adult tu maintain his religious 
truth at a Sunday school level." 
De1mrtment Demands 
Although the possibility of mak-
ing Bible 104 voluntary has been 
mentioned by the curriculum com-
mittee, it has never been seriously 
considered, according to Miss Mow-
ry. "It is a tradition so ingrained 
in the College that few seriously 
challenge its validity." 
The content of the course, how-
ever, is continually re-evaluated. 
The department consistently de-
mands "adequately prepared and 
exciting faculty members" to keep 
it of the high quality it has estab-
lic;hed. It seeks out Bible instruc-
tors from the forefront of biblical 
scholarship who can present an 
"ad<'quatc and faithful interpreta-
tion of the faith." For Miss Mowry, 
the Bible 104 course possesses "a 
value in and of itself." 
Import in Understanding 
Mr. Gale claims that where re-
quirements in essentiaJJy all other 
departments have increased, the 
Bible demands have decreased con-
siderably. H<.' is sure that the en-
tire department believes in the im-
• FUN 'ROUND THE 
Round 
Hearth 
STOWE'S GREAT SKI DORM 
:0-:7.75per1la~ 
(-..i th hrt>akfa~t an1l 1linnt>r) 
849.00 per "et"k 
Special Ski Weeks 
5 day plan-S70 
7 day plan-$94 
Plans begin on Sunday nights and 
include lodging-lifts- lessons. 
Starting dates: Jan. 1, 8, 15, 22, 29; 
Feb. 5, 12, 26; Mar. 5, 12. 26: 
April 2, 9. 
Write for folder or phone Stowe, Vt . 
802-253-7223 
********* 
portancr or the course, but he ac-
knowledges the fact that it "will 
serve its purpose only if others be-
lieve that it is important." 
In answer to miscellaneous state-
ments that professors do not like 
to teach a required coui-se, Mr. 
Gale remarked that as teachers in 
the dc>partment, all are "aware of 
the basic qualities of 104, and the 
clependC'nce of all advanced courses 
11ron that background." He feels 
therefore, that the instructors are 
not unwilling to teach 104. Fur-
ther, the ability to presuppose the 
common background of 104 per-
mits a greater diversity of advanc-
ed courses and eliminates intro-
ductory level work in such courses. 
Awaits Clarifi<'ation 
Mr. Gale emphasized, howe\•er. 
that the Bible department has not 
yet "tahen a stand" on the issues 
involving requirements in general. 
or Bible 104 in particular. "The 
issues have not been clarified. The 
questions arc complex and im·olve 
many divergent points of view. 
And it is impossible to reach deci-
sions on problems that have not 
yet been defined themselves." 
Mr. Gale further commented 
that the ensuing self-examination 
cannot help but be health~- for 
each department scparatelr. and 
for the entire curriculum as a 
1 whole. Facets of the curriculum 
which survive ur.der the scrutiny 
will be known to be there because 
of their intrinsic value. not just be-
cause tracliti<m hac:: placed them 
there. And those that are removed 
will have been so because their 
purpose and importance was no 
longer seen as paramount to the 
liberal arts education. 
In ;.n earlier statement. Fred 
Dcnbcaux, professor of biblical his-
tory, r<.'markcd that the issue re-
maining is "not the question of 
what the Council will rio, but the 
question as to how, with clarity, 
the student body will reflect its 
own concerns for the curriculum.'' 
Another Answer 
In answer to student inquiries 
directed toward the Bible depart-
ment about (a) dropping 104 as a 
requirement and (b) rumors that 
some members of the staff arc 
leaving, :Vii'. Den beaux c<mtinu<'d: 
"First, there is no exp<>ctation 
that there will be more than a nor-
mal turnover in staff. Secondly, 
the Curriculum Committee of the 
Academic Council is, I am sure, 
considering curricular changes. It 
is possible that, among other mat-
ters, they are examining the use-
fulness of the required Bible 
course. What their decision will be 
none of us can, and none of l.l!I 
should anticipate." 
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Larrabee, Resident Artist, Gains Enthusiastic Audience 
by Jane Canter '68 
"Pretend you're an ant crawling 
over the surface-that's how I 
want you to feel when you're draw-
ing the figure," he remarks as he 
criss-crosses the room. Stopping at 
each easel, he comments as his 
students scribble and scrawl on 
large white pages. Nathaniel Lar-
rabee 11, resident artist, has some-
thing to say about everything, and 
in his first year at Wellesley, he 
has acquired an enthusistic au-
dience. 
In his art history lab sections, 
and particularly in his studio cours-
es, Larrabee is not teaching techni-
ques as much as he is trying to 
work them out with the students, 
and the students can fell the dif-
ference. He's an artist who is close 
to the contemporary art scene, and 
he is full of anecdotes about artist 
friends and current shows. 
Show at Trinity 
A graduate of Trinity College 
'62, Larrabee attended the Boston 
University School of Fine and Ap-
plied Arts, where he received his 
B.F.A. and M.F.A. in painting. He 
held a teaching fellowship from 
1964-66, and is presently teaching 
life drawing at the De-Cordbva 
Museum in Lincoln, in addition to 
his work here. 
An exhibition of his paintings 
opens on March 31 at Trinity in 
Hartford, Conn.; one of the paint-
ipgs from that show is reproduced 
belo\\. The still-life composition is 
dominated by tones of gray, a 
deep moss green, a rich, cool blue, 
and a warm ochre. Looking at it, 
one may see a group of objects, and 
the_n another group, and then per-
haps one begins to ~ee seated and 
standing figures, all revealed and 
hidden in the deep space, created 
through the interplay of the closely 
valued tones. The effect is delight-
fully ambiguous, or as Larrabee 
prefers to term it, suggestive. 
Why the Titlef 
"Avenger" is the painting's title, 
because, as Larrabee remarked, 
"that's the first thing that came 
to my mind while I was working 
on it. "It's a figurative title," he 
ltated. "IO that people will not 
look at it as a still-life." Certainly 
these facts will reassure those 
skeptical souls who have puzzled 
over incomprehensible titles, and 
concluded that the titles could only 
be the first thoughts that entered 
the artists' minds. 
PalnUng with Suggestion 
Listening to Larrabee in his ad-
vanced drawing class, 208, and one 
often does, one would not be at 
alJ surprised to see him playing 
with the effects of suggestion in his 
painting. He often refers to the 
work of Piero della Francesca and 
its influence on him. "Piero's paint-
ing," he comments, "keeps you in 
a constant state of questioning." 
Referring to the work of Rem-
brandt, he observes, "you can go 
back a thousand times and sec 
more each time." 
Larrabee espouses his theories 
and presents historical data as his 
208 students break between poses. 
Meeting this term, the class has 
concentrated almost exclusively on 
figure drawing. Class members, 
particularly the tired ones, have 
posed for each session, except for 
the recent sessions for which they 
have had a professional model. 
Some girls read the newspaper 
while posing, while most just con-
centrate on someo11e's foot, and 
try to keep still. 
Stresses ChlarOflCuro 
Although they are working from 
the figure, Larrabee sees the cour-
se's purpose as "giving you an un-
derstanding of space and its rela-
tionships." Constantly he urges 
students to forget about the figure 
and just look at the pattern of 
light and dark in modeling the 
form. He stresses a chiaroscuro 
technique-working in light and 
dark rather than line. 
The sketch reproduced at the 
right which he did about a year 
and a half ago, perhaps exemplifies 
what h«> is trying to get his stu-
dents to do. Forever vowing to 
break students of rigid drawing 
habits, he comments: "I'd like to 
see a little desperation. So you 
make a mistake-you've got your 
eraser for that." 
In bis introductory drawinl 
Larrabee demonetrate1 relief technique In Greek art lab. 
Photo by Nancy Eyler '69 
course, 105, Larrabee stressed con-
tour drawing rather than chiaros-
curo, and some students in 208 
prefer that approach. Although he 
feels both are equally important, 
he has had to choose one to start 
with. "I've never looked so hard 
in iily whole life," one 105 student 
exclaimed, "he expected us to 
spend an hour on one drawing, 
never lifting the pencil." 
Larrabee's labs for Greek art 
include terra cotta sculpture and 
salt carving problems which in-
troduce the girls to the materials 
and techniques of Greek art. 
Painter vs. Historian 
An art history major himself, 
Larrabee feels that a knowledge 
of art history is practically man-
datory for the artist, yet he need 
not acquire this knowledge in a 
formal course. "Every painter I 
know," he observes, "has a very 
strong background in art history, 
though some never studied art." 
He sees art history as the sign 
which "shows the artist where to 
go and look if he is trying to work 
out a problem in his own work." 
Of course, the art historian's ap-
proach to art is far removed from 
the painter's, and Larrabee is the 
first to admit that. To the artist, 
the painting is an intuitive experi-
ence, to the historian, an intellec-
tual one, and as he adds, the art 
historian ofter overdoes it. "What 
was at one time intellectual," he 
says, "had become intuitive in me." 
If he intellectualizes now, it is 
after the work is done. 
Art Historian: Paraslte't 
When asked whether or not the 
art historian is really a parasite, 
Larrabee declared: "Look at me. 
I ask society to let my play with 
my paints in my studio for 70 
hours a week. I do it because I 
like it- it's for me. You can't eat 
my paintings and you can't build 
a house with them." He concluded 
that if the art historian is a para-
site, then he is merely writing 
about another one. 
He walks into the room and bor-
rows a cigarette from some "gen-
Drawing by Larrabee, done about a year and a half ago. 
erous" girl, starts pacing the floor, He has a sense of humor and will 
and the class begins. In 208, it change his mind, and all students 
might be five one-minue poses, a even those bored with discussion, 
ten-minute pose, then maybe a long appreciate that. Hopefully, there 
one; everything is flexible. If they will always be someone who 
put drawings up on the wall, they smokes in his classes; surely then 
talk; and that's when Larrabee he will keep his enthusiasm, and 
becomes critic and commentator. his audience, too. 
Larrabee'• painting, "Avenger," will go on exhibition at Trlnitv Collene, H rtf 
which open1 there March 31, ' • a ord, u part of hie lhow 
Photo by Nancy Evkr '69 
" 
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Pamela wore a mini skirt, 
sweater~ white go-go boots 
and 4 union labels. 
Her skirt may be mini or full. 
Her neckline may be turtle or 
plunging. 
Her feet may be in boots or 
b3.llet slippers. 
But Pamela is always in fashion. 
And so are the union labels in 
her clothes. 
No matter what the occasion, 
Pamela-like most American 
women-wears union labels 
wherever she goes. 
The union label in women's and 
children's garments is the signature 
of 450,000 l'T!embers of the 
International Ladies' Garment 
Workers' Union. 
It is a symbol of decency. fair 
labor standards, and the American 
way of life. 
Look for it when you shop. 
March 23, 1967 
For a free copy of "Your College Wardrobe" examine your wardrobe, find an ILGWU label, snip it and send it to: Radio City Station, Box 608. New York, "l.Y. 10019, Dept. MIS 
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Mental Health Center Opens Radio Series to Study Theater; 
Barstow to "1oderate Program by Pat Stillwell '69 
"In no area of society are good 
mental health programs more im-
portant than among the students 
of institutions of higher learning." 
With this credo, seven Boston 
psychiatrists, along with interested 
educators and professional people, 
have developed the College Mental 
Health Center of Boston, Inc., a 
new mental health resource for 
students in the Boston area. The 
Center has been operating since 
September, and recently opened 
r.ew offices in the Prudential Cen-
ter. 
Dr. Vernon Patch, one of the 
seven founders and a staff mem-
ber of the Center, described the 
present high drop-out rate in many 
colleges and universities. "Often 
it as high as 50 percent. In some 
cw;es it seems that little effort 
is being made to decrease this 
rate." The Mental Health center 
is making the effort, trying to cut 
the waste of potential talent repre-
sented by the high drop-out rate. 
NatJonwide Pioneer 
The Center seeks to provide the 
means for early and effective 
treatpient of psychological pro-
blems which make it impossible 
for students to complete their edu-
cation. The Center is open 24 hours 
a day for emergency care. It of-
fers all the customary forms of 
rut-patient psychiatric treatment. 
Diagnostic evaluation and therapy 
are handled by a staff of experi-
enced psychiatrists. 
Since its establishment in Sep-
tember, staff psychiatrists have 
worked with about 200 students. 
Although at present students are 
screened and then referred to the 
Center by the schools, Dr. Patch 
hopes that in the future, visits will 
be on a "walk-in" basis. 
Liaison Psychiatrists 
Each of the staff members acts 
as a liaison psychiatrist with sev-
eral of the member schools. A liai-
son psychiatrist must become fami-
liar with the educational situation 
'lncl particular problems of the 
colleges to which he is assigned. 
Dr. John B. Sturrock, a staff psy-
chiatrist and founding member of 
the Center, stated in a Boston 
Herald article on the Center: "It 
is our business to get to know the 
colleges assigned to us because you 
can only treat the student in the 
context of his school. You have got 
to realize the pressures of a given 
college." 
Cooperative Effort 
Eighteen institutions, including 
several large universities, a num-
ber of small colleges, specialized 
educational institutions and advan-
ced training centers are members 
of the Ol'ganization. 
The founders of the Center, de-
veloped it in response to the many 
requests for aid from colleges and 
universities which were unable to 
deal with the psychological pro-
blems of their students due to their 
weak counselling and psychiatric 
resources. The psychiatrists be-
lieved that through cooperation 
these institutions could support an 
organization which could make the 
necessary f a c i I i ti e s available. 
Through such an organization ex-
pert professional staff and maxi-
mum care could be provided at 
minimum cost. 
Financial Support 
At present each of the 18 mem-
ber institutions is required to pay 
a fee of $1 per student enrolled. 
However, these fees do not meet 
the costs of operating the Center. 
Thus, students may pay a fee for 
both individual treatment and for 
group psychotherapy. Since Sep-
tember the psychiatrists on the 
staff have been volunteering their 
services. 
But its founders plan for the 
Center eventually become self-
supporting. One plan for meeting 
the expenses of psychiatric care 
calJs f<>r the institution by member 
sch(!Ol!: of a compulsory mental 
health insurance fee. 
The Center, with its extensive 
facilities and services, can meet 
needs of students which the col-
Students Discuss Psychology 
Project Results with ~Subjects' 
The psychology department will 
hold an informal meeting on Mon., 
April 24, at 4:15 in the Pope Room, 
to report the results of recent stu-
dent faculty course research in 
which undergraduates served as 
volunteer subjects. 
The projects to be discussed arc 
listed below along with the names 
of the students and faculty who 
will make the reports: 
* Two projects on the birth order 
variable: One project was conduct-
ed in psychology 327 term I this 
year by Roberta Bayley '67, Jane 
Levin '67, and Mrs. Alper; the 
other project, in which subjects 
were asked to rate different occu-
pations, was conducted in psycho-
logy 200 term ll last year by Ka-
thy Stone '67 and Miss Zimmer-
man. 
~ Reactions to haveing a "helper" 
m a problem-solving task; project 
was conducted in psychology 200 
term II last year by Toni Gause 
'67, Dyane Neilson '69, and Mrs. 
Perlitsh. 
* The relationship of creativity to 
masculinity-feminity scores and 
other measures; project conducted 
in psychology 212 tcr-m I this year 
by Diane Baer '67 and Mrs. Green-
berger. 
* Experimental conditions affect-
ing "creative Imagination" under 
various conditions; project con-
ducted in physchology 200 term II 
this year by Jean Cohen '69 and 
Mrs. Greenberger. 
* Attitudes toward menstruation 
in relation to other psychological 
variables; conducted in psychology 
212 term I this year by Susan 
Roman '68 and Mrs. Greenberger. 
The meeting is open to all who 
are interested, and will provide an 
opportunity for students who serv-
ed as subjects in the research to 
learn the purpose and the results. 
Forum to Focus on Love 
Chapel will offer a "Symposium 
on Love" tonight and tomorrow 
evening at 7:30 p.m. in Pendleton. 
The subject of the second Religious 
Forum this year is to be the rela-
tion between religious love--lovc 
of God-and social love--love of 
other people-as well as the Jewish 
and Christian ethics stemming 
from the two notions of love. 
Rabbi Harold Kushner Conserva-
tive rabbi from Tem~le Israel 
Natick, Mass., will present th~ 
Jewish view of love tonight. A 
graduate of Columbia and the 
Jewish Theological Seminary, he is 
a frequent contributor to Reeon-
atructlonlst magazine. 
Sheldon R. Isenberg, who is 
studying at Harvard Divinity 
Divinity School for a Ph.D. in New 
Testament studies and rabbinics, 
will discuss the New Testament 
view of love. Isenberg, a Kent fel-
low, graduated from Columbia in 
1962, received his M.A. from Har-
vard in 1965, and attended Hebrew 
University in Jerusalem. 
The Forum, which will include 
que3tion periods after both speak-
ers, was organized by Sarah Smith 
'G7 and Leesa Heydenreich '67. 
Coming Attractions at the 
Placement Office 
Fri. - Aphasia Research Pro-
ject (Boston, Mass.) 
Boughton - Mllflln Company . 
(Boston, Mass.) 
Mon. - Boughton - Mifflin Com-
1
1 
pany (Boston, Mau.) 
leges with less extensive counsel-
ling services cannot. Dr. Patch 
stated, "We can provide long-term 
treatment, group psychotherapy, 
and 24 hour emergency service. In 
the future we hope to be able to 
de,velop a program of in-patient 
care. As a part of this program we 
hopt> to be able to provide tutors 
so that students who need to be 
hospitalized will be able to con-
tinue to do their school work when 
they feel ready to do so." He ad-
ded, "Another advantage the Cen-
ter has in treating students is that 
the staff members share a com-
mon body of knowledge and can 
aid each other in dealing with the 
problems they encounter." 
Paul R. Barstow, director of 
theater and of the extra-depart-
mental program in theater studies, 
has been named moderator for a 
ten-week senes of half-hour FM 
broadcasts to be called "The Play's 
tho Thing." The program, design-
ed to awaken the sensitivity of the 
audience to plays about to open, 
will be broadcast over WGBH-FM 
and its lh·e affiliates across the 
state; it is sponsored by the new 
Massachusetts Council on the Arts. 
"The Play's the Thing" will hope 
to generate interest in productions 
immediately forthcoming, but the 
programs will focus on the play ra-
Law School Forum ... 
Continued from pa11e one 
the modern age. In the TV age 
Johnson appears at a distinct dis-
advantage in a country which de-
mands attractive and articulate 
figures. Finally, Johnson's own 
personal reaction to adversity and 
inabiltity "to take it when the 
going gets rough" has led him to 
close in upon himself. Critics and 
dissenting senators are unwanted 
company; "Johnson does not want 
to be obeyed, but to be loved. Now, 
at the crest of his power, he finds 
himself one of the most hardily 
disliked persons in the country." 
to serious mistakes made at some-
time which, at that time, were un-
recognized. Pulling out would be 
bad at this moment, for the Presi-
dent is convinced and committed 
that negotiations are necessary and 
that the Vietnamese must decide 
on the type of government they 
want. On this subject, Yarmolinsky 
admits that Johnson has had great 
difficulty in maintaining communi-
cation with his varous audiences. 
In ending the discussion, Yarmolin-
sky noted ironically, "The Presi-
dent has the capacity to see him-
self as the most misunderstood 
ther than the particular produc-
tion. With Mr. Barstow as modera-
tor, the broadcasts will bring to-
gether the director, leading actors 
and the playwright, if possible, 
along with appropriate scholarly 
contributors. They will discuss 
questions raised by the play, and, 
to make the talk more pertinent, 
the actor will "fall into character" 
for short, representative excerpts 
of dialogue. 
Play Comes to Audience 
"The Play's the Thing" will take 
the step of coming to the audi-
ence even before the audience is 
invited to come to the theater. 
Publicity efforts will be directed 
especially to schools, so that teach-
ers will be able to give out read-
ing and listening assignments for 
specific plays. 
Because of the guests represent-
ed, the series will acquaint its au-
dience not only with a variety of 
plays, but with the persons and 
companies chiefly responsible for 
their performance. Just as profes-
sor Woodworth's weekly program 
"Tomorrow's Symphony" has over 
its 15-year history led thousands 
of listeners into the concert hall 
it is hoped that "The Play's th~ 
Thing'' will serve to cultivate a 
larger audience for the legitimate 
theaters of Massachusetts. 
For the Defense 
In the third evaluation, Yar-
molinsky, as a proponent of the 
Johnson administration, treats the 
functional aspect of the Presidency. 
He asked whether Johnson and his 
administration have been good for 
the American people, adding that 
to be compatible with a "functional 
philosophy" the good must out-
weigh the bad. Yarmolinsky noted 
many of Johnson's accomplish-
ments which he feels tend to be 
ignored: The Civil Rights Act, 
the 1964 tax cut, the Economic 
Opportunity Act, Medicare and the 
Elementary-Secondary School Ed-
ucation Act were among those 
mentioned. "Some may be regard-
ed as only statements of objectives" 
Yarmolinsky positively insists, 
"but they have changed the na-
tional attitude about the import-
ance of the government in the 
above areas." 
public figure, but this administra- 1--------------
On the negative side, the profes-
sor attributes failure in Viet Nam 
tion has lacked the capacity to 
create understanding." 
Next year the History De-
partment will offer history 
or modern India, 280(2), for 
one year only as a substltue for 
a suspended Far Eastern course 
during !Ur. Cohen's leave of ab-
sence. The India course will be 
taught by Mrs. Pamela Daniels, 
\Vellesley '59 who went to 
Bengal the year after her gra-
duation, and who is now in the 
process of taking her Ph.D. at 
Harvard. Her work has been a 
blend of disciplines: her degree 
is In government, her courses 
have emphasized the modern 
history of India, and she has 
been for several years assistant 
to professor Erikson. During 
her Wellesley career, Mrs. Dani-
els was head of Junior Show. 
THINK SPRING 
The Famolare Bros. inlrod11ce theii 
Spring collection, feat11ring exd11· 
sive dreues in.gay prints, 
~y Clariua of Florence, . 
to-ordinated hats # 
and acceuories. . 
Shoes.in bright oi, 
colored patents, 
Calf and Kid skins. .. , -,. · ' 
"Ours 11 A F1111 ,,fl._ 
Sto;e, Shop Us F~rst!/!11 r·-





298 Washington St., Well9$fey Hiiis 
(One Block front •oute 9) 











Vacation time is a rendez-
vous in the plush Palm 
Court. Theatres, concerts, 
museums and fine Fifth 
Avenue shops ... alt near-
by. The Biltmore's big, 
comfortable rooms ... a 
real bargain at low stu-
dent and f acuity rates. 
Perfect for vacations, 
weekends, fac•1lty conf P.r-
ences. No \. der more 
undergraduates, gradu-
ates and faculty memben 
meet under the clock and 
stay at the Biltmore. 
STUDENT RATES: 
Single $10 




M..ti-11. ... at 4lnl It., N.Y. 10017 
MU 7.7000; Telec)'Jle: NY l·l494 
K. C.iloeny,0..Wal....,.._ 
"-">' ... Aallolt. Pr ..... 
A GllANO CS.NTJtAL HOTS&. 
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Writing Prizt>S I 
This year the English depart-
ment will award two prizes of 
$25 each for freshman writing: 
the frt:'shman prose award and 
the freshman poetry award. Tht> 
dt>partment is also offering five 
prizes to undergraduates: the 
Floren<'e Abbette Wing :\lem-
orial Prize for Lyric Poetr~·, the 
Viri;-lnia Wainwright Annual I 
Sonnet Prize, the Masefield 
Prose Prize, the l\lnsefield Poe- I 
try Prize, and the Jacqueline 
Award. The last two are open I 
to seniors only. 
Entries must be submitted on 
or be-fore :\Ion., April 24, in 108 1 
Founders. Entries should be 
signed with a psedonym and 
accompanied by a St>aled f'nve- 1 
lope containing the author's real 
name, with her pseudonym on 
the outside. Each entry should 
bear tht> name of the prize for 
which it is submitted. 
See the English department 
for further details. 
Juan Lopt>z :\forillo will ex-
amine "Modem S1>ain: Roots of 
a National Frustration" in the 
annual Phi Beta Kappa lecture, 
to be delivered in English. Moril-
lo, a guest professor at Brown 
University, will speak in Jewett 
on Tues., April 18 at 7 :30 p.m. 
Passport Photos plus Photos For 
Applications, Licenses, etc. 
Custom Photo Frames 
BUBERTS 
83 Central Street 
Is President Kennedy A.live? 
Read ... 
"THE BANE IN KENNEDY'S EXISTANCE" 
By Bernard M. Bane 170 pp. $3 .59 
Available at the Paperback Booksmith in Wellesley 
and the Harvard Coop or mail orders to: 
BMB PUBLISHING CO. 










EAT OtTR GOOD FOOD 
and FE1'~L BETTER! 
WELLESLEY 
GOURMET 
27 Grove Street 
237-1450 
Reserved Performances, Guaranteed Seats 
3 SHOWINGS DAILY 
4 SHOWINGS SAT. & SUN. 
4 WEEKS ONLY, STARTING WED., MARCH 22 
ASTOR THEATRE 




'19 Central SL 




at A{!?.~MIA i1 
Ii. 
3;)-l-212-t- or 3;}'1-2425 1£ 
& 
~fi;JJiilfi\l 
- TflW:\E TAXI -
237-1323 
Serving Wellesle) 
Logan Airport - MTA 
Rt. 128 - RR Station 
GET DISCOUNT C'A~D 
on Patent l\lcdicine~ - Vitam1m -
Cosmetics - foilctric~ - Etc. :11 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
572 Wa~l11ngton Street 
Call CE 5-2489 for f-ice Delivery 
Hour~ Mon -Sat. 8 a.m -6 p.m 
~·h.lrp .\. c.·cu11 11 h ~ l"n:t ( 1wd .. ( ',1,l1i111: 
Mark Stevens 
FA:\tol ' S :\.\:\JE SHOES 
F~·minint> Foohn•ar - Fashions 
A I l ract ivl'iy Low Prin•d 
5643 Washington Street 
Wcllcslc•y Sq. CE :>-3603 
Acros!> from the 
South Shon• :\ational Bank 
OJJc•n Friday niJ!hl 'til 9 P .!\f. 
ELMS HOUSE 
637 Washington' St. 
young men (dates) one night 
$5.00 two nights $8.00 plus tax 
CE 5-2274 
(formerly used as a dormitory) 
SKIN AND SCUBA 
DIVING LESSONS 
Com1Jlete Basic Course 
E\·eninl:' Classes 
All F,quipment Furnished 
Qnalifif'd Instructors 




1:30 4:15 7:00 9:35 
March 23 , 1967 
Community Playhouse 
Wellesley Hills CEdar ri-00.ti 
Ev<'ninJ:"S .at 7 :.fj 
Evenings at '7 :45 Matlness as 
Indicated 
Sunday Continuous Beginning 
at 4:30 
NOW! Ends TUES., Mar. 28 
MICHAEL CAINE (Oscar 
Nominee) 
"FUNERAL IN BERLIN" 
also 
CORNEL WILDE in 
''THE NAKED PREY" 
7 Days Bt>J:innlng Wed, l\fnr. 27 




WELLESLEY. W,"hini:t1111 Str,,·t - WF.L-
LESl.E\' lllLl.S • WESTOl'\ llOAD • 
WF.1.LESLEY LOWEii FALLS - ~llLLIS -
DOVER - FRANKLIN ( E:t>I) - SllAROI'\ 
South Shore National Bank 
Member F.I.D.C. 
Suggested for mature audiences 
Tickets On Sale at boxoffice for all performances 
PRICE AND PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE 
MONDAY thru FRIDAY SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS 
Performance Price Performance Price 
2:15 PM $2.00 2 :15 PM $2.50 
7 :15 PM 2.75 4 :30 PM 2 .50 
9:45 PM 2.75 7:15 PM 2.75 
9:45 PM 2.75 
